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Age of Sigmar claims
Dominion over the

realm!  War to follow!
Orruk Warclans Kruleboyz have made their
murderous presence known with surprise attacks
at Krorhoch Creek, Salzagor’s Hope, and
Amberstone Watch.  Raise prayers to Sigmar,
people of the Mortal Realms, that he might send
his Stormcast Eternals to smite them and protect
thee!

(Smiting contingent upon faith, protection not
guaranteed. Consult your local warpriest for
castigation if you have doubts, or absolution if you
have donations)

Comprehensive Kill Team
changes incoming!

Kill Teams in Warhammer 40k are being
completely overhauled, with new stat cards, new
turn structure, sharpened shooting skills, mixed
melee arts, more wounds, more damage,and
more dakka!

Keep up-to-date with the latest news at
https://warhammer40000.com/kill-team/

https://warhammer40000.com/kill-team/


Paving Stones on the Path to Glory !
Kruleboyz clash with Stormcast Eternals on their Path to Glory! Heroes become more heroic and
troops become more seasoned as battles rage, but will the pepper of experience overpower the
bitterness of defeat, or will it be the saltiness of victory denied that lingers on the palate?

Spotted: Sons of Behamat
stomping on Kruleboyz!

The ground shook to the pounding footsteps of
the Sons of Behamat recently as they advanced
towards a swarm of Kruleboyz, but their sheer
size made it difficult to gauge distances on the
battlefield-charge after charge by the Kruleboyz
fell short of reaching the titanic feet.  And once a
giant plants their foot on an objective, dislodging
them is harder than removing Kruleboy gunk
from under your big toe…

(The record cuts off here, as this is the last that
squire Teplandes of Lochsland recorded before
being eaten as an hors d'oeuvre by the gargant he
was interviewing, after which his horse was
devoured by the gargant as well.)



Battle Report:
T’au, Farsight vs.

Imperium Space Wolves

War Correspondent: Jonah C

The T'au defenders of the ashen city seized the initiative, moving forward, and with orders from
their Warlord Cala'the silenced the majority of their fire support. The Wolves of Fenris were quick to
respond to this though, the left flank of the T'au wwas slammed by riders who ripped the breachers
to shreds in an instant. While on the right the infantry mowed down advancing breachers. The Jaws
of the Wolf appeared to be closing on the neck of the battlesuits. As the battle raged on and the tide
swung from one side to the other as desperate attacks were parried and counted before another
volley of fire pierced the Fenris lines. While the T'au ultimately claimed the day as the teeth of the
beast had broken on the plates of their armor, they still learned a valuable lesson. Never
underestimate the ability of even rudimentary AI, as both the Warlord's and her second in
command's suit had been destroyed by mere auto-guns from the drop-pod. They had taken the field
this day, but if experience told Cala'the one thing, it was the Imperium would return…

Battle size: 2000pts; T’au win 70-52



Battle Report:
T’au, Farsight Enclaves alongside Admech with a Knight ally

vs.
Two awoken Necron forces

War Correspondent: Jonah C

T'au forces engage with the forces of the Imperium for ancient Archeotech, but when battle
awakens a Tomb World a hasty ceasefire is called before both sides are lost in the march of
unthinking machines. They agree to a quick battle plan, the worshipers of the Ominssiah shall hold
the left, while the T'au shall crush the enemy from the right. The machines have the allies on the
back foot though, striking out first as they march deep into noman's land and claim it for their own,
but the allies avoid heavy casualties with exception of the Warlord Titan who nearly rendered
half-strength in the opening volley. The T'au strike back with ferocity known only to the Enclaves.
Firewarriors give guidance to their allies with suppressive fire and markerlight support, while
enhanced flamers liquify Necodermius bones, missiles streak through the ruined sky and strike and
reap a deadly toll on elites. On the other flank, the battle is hard for the Mechanicus forces, the
techpreist watching with a mix of xenophobic horror and amazement as more than half of the
destroyed warriors repair themselves. The Necrons again fire into combat, but the shields of the
crisis suits hold and their bonds hold firm. The undead machines strike, charging uncaring into the
lines of the defenders, and engage in destructive melee. A task unsuited for even the most skilled
Crisis suit pilot. But the bravery of their leader prevails them, launching her trap she pulls the suits
from combat, ordering them to cover her charge as the other commander joins her charge towards
the Warlord. If he can be forced to retreat, they may have a chance. A third commander, Karla, drops
from low-orbit, ion-blaster charged, and joins aiming at their target, she won't miss. Cala'the nods to
her sub-commanders as she hears the arm-mounted weapons begin to charge, they had one shot at
this.

Battle size: 4000pts (two 2000pt allies vs two 2000pt allies); no clear victor (yet)



Know No Fear Learn-to-Play Mini Campaign
Ultramarines vs. Death Guard

War Correspondents: Joel T and Alexis B

First Contact

Poxwalkers shambled mindlessly across the
board, seeking to infiltrate and infect the
hive-city of Cadropolis, while stalwart
Intercessors of the Ultramarines Chapter sought
to deny them entry with precise bolter fire.
Despite the withering barrage, a single
poxwalker managed to stumble headfirst into
the water mains, contaminating the city’s
already-dwindling water supply.

Victor: Death Guard

Against the Horde

While surveying the battlefield, an Ultramarines
Captain in Gravis armor was ambushed by a
horde of newly-risen poxwalkers, hive citizens
who had consumed the contaminated water in
desperation despite the many
vox-announcements not to.  Pistol shells from
his bolstorm gauntlet made short work of the
first rank of poxwalkers, after which he waded in
and laid waste to the rest with a combination of
sweeping arcs of his power sword and
close-quarters firepower from his gauntlet.

Victor: Ultramarines



Reconnaissance
Intel is key to victory, so the Ultramarines
dedicated a squad of Inceptors to scouting the
battlefield.  Barely had the sweep begun when they
found their way blocked by poxwalkers and Death
Guard plague marines boiling out of the hive’s
sewers.  The Inceptors’ Assault Bolters reaped a
gory harvest of poxwalkers, but even as they were
cut down in droves the seemingly mindless horde
succeeded in stalling the Ultramarines’ advance
while plague marines marched forward inexorably
into weapons range.  A fusillade of corrupted
bolter shells wore at the armor of the outermost
Inceptor, and with a sudden actinic flash of an
overcharged plasma round he was no more.  The
remaining two Inceptors unleashed a barrage of
their own and charged into close combat to deny
the use of the marine-killer until they could make a
tactical withdrawal, but they were dragged down
and flensed by the Death Guard’s jagged plague
knives before they got the chance.

Victor: Death Guard

Blocking Force
The Death Guard had launched a series of probing
attacks, and without solid intel on where the
breakthroughs were happening, the Ultramarine
forces were spread thin on the ground in an
attempt to defend everywhere.  A single squad of
Hellblasters found themselves facing down a
swarm of poxwalkers while the disgusting sounds
of an approaching foetid bloat-drone grew in the
background.  After handily cleansing the
poxwalkers with purifying plasma , the Hellblasters
were surprised by how quickly the bloat-drone had
buzzed across the battlefield.  With a sense of
chaotic invulnerability, the daemon controlling the
bloat drone gurgled and giggled as it spewed
plague chemicals over the Hellblasters, the foul
liquid running over and into any cracks in the
ceramite.  Emboldened by the greasy remains left
by the plaguespitters, the bloat drone extended its
probes and charged into close combat.  Shrugging
off the blows of the beleaguered Ultramarines, the
daemon engine continued to unload torrents from
its plaguespitters until flesh, blood, and bone had
all become one.

Victor: Death Guard



Duel of Champions

Seeking to break the stalemate, the Death Guard
initiated a surgical strike to remove the head of
the defense of Cadropolis by removing the
Ultramarines Captain’s head.  Breaking through
the siege lines, a squad of plague marines
worked its way towards the Ultramarines
Captain and his squad of intercessors, corrupted
bolters quivering with their own pulse and a
teleport homing beacon primed to summon the
Lord of Contagion.  The Captain inspired his
troops to new heights, and the Ultramarine
volleys ripped into the plague marines.  In
response, the hum of an overcharging plasma
shot rose from the plague marine line, getting
louder and louder until, with an ear-splitting
blast, the containment field failed and consumed
its bearer in a miniature sun.  Blinded by
bloodlust, not only had the plague marine squad
failed to take down the captain, but they had
forgotten to place the beacon for their Lord of
Contagion!  When the Lord finally arrived, he was
too far from the enemy to reach them.  Instead,
the disciplined Ultramarine forces, under the
guidance of their Captain, found the few chinks
in the Lord of Contagion’s mighty terminator
armor with a storm of bolter shells, culminating
in a charge to finish off the Lord with power of a
bolstorm gauntlet straight to the diseased heart.

Victor: Ultramarines



Final Confrontation
When a champion falls, another is always ready to
take their place. The Ultramarines Captain’s valiant
defense had merely bought the beleaguered hive
more time to suffer.  A new Lord of Contagion was
crowned within the week, and both sides realized
that the only way to end this protracted siege was
to muster all their forces for a decisive final
conflict.

The Death Guard deployed behind cover, with the
new Lord of Contagion taking to the field
immediately instead of waiting in the teleportarium
like his predecessor.  The Ultramarines fanned out
aggressively to the flanks, with Inceptors waiting
above to swoop in and capitalize on any exposed
enemies.

The opening stages of the battle saw the
Ultramarines moving out in a pincer formation to
find an angle of attack on the Death Guard.
Weathering the first storm of bolter and plasma
fire, the Death Guard force focused on heading
towards the Ultramarines Captain, straight into the
teeth of enhanced Hellblaster plasma shots, while
the poxwalkers attempted to bog down the
Intercessor squad.

Ultramarines are masters of all forms of combat,
and the intercessors wiped out all the poxwalkers
immediately after being charged by the remnants
of the horde they had spent the previous turn
picking apart with rapid-fire bolter shots.  They and
the Inceptors then unloaded into the Lord of
Contagion, whose pockmarked Terminator armor
shrugged off the fusillade with cursed ease.

Meanwhile, the Ultramarines Captain and
Hellblasters found themselves embroiled in bitter
hand-to-tentacle combat with plague marines and
a bloat-drone, their natural toughness being
sapped away by the unnatural miasma clouding
the battlefield.  Inceptors charged in to add their
weight to the fight, but after the Lord of Contagion
single-handedly slaughtered the Intercessors and
turned his plodding footsteps towards, the
wounded remnants of the Ultramarines force, they
knew the end was near--all that remained was to
die well.

Victor: Death Guard



Opponent:
Why are you always
in my deployment
zone?
Me:
(pointing at my
red-armored army)
OUR deployment
zone.

-Joel T and his Blood Angels



Army Shots

Joel T’s 500pt Flesh Tearers for Crusade (Battle Ready, WIP)
Led by Librarian Liam, Son of Nee

++ Patrol Detachment 0CP (Imperium - Adeptus Astartes - Blood Angels) [24 PL, 3CP, 500pts] ++

**Chapter Selector**: Blood Angels Successor, Flesh Tearers

+ HQ [8 PL, 155pts] +

Librarian Dreadnought [8 PL, 155pts]: 1. Quickening, 6. Wings of Sanguinius, Furioso fist, Furioso force
halberd, Meltagun [5pts], Smite, Warlord

+ Troops [10 PL, 195pts] +

Assault Intercessor Squad [10 PL, 195pts]
. 9x Assault Intercessor [171pts]: 9x Astartes Chainsword, 9x Frag & Krak grenades, 9x Heavy Bolt Pistol
. Assault Intercessor Sgt [24pts]: Astartes Chainsword, Frag & Krak grenades, Plasma pistol [5pts]

+ Fast Attack [6 PL, 150pts] +

Outrider Squad [6 PL, 150pts]
. 2x Outrider [100pts]: 2x Astartes Chainsword, 2x Frag & Krak grenades, 2x Heavy Bolt Pistol, 2x Twin Bolt
rifle
. Outrider Sgt [50pts]: Astartes Chainsword, Frag & Krak grenades, Heavy Bolt Pistol, Twin Bolt rifle

++ Total: [24 PL, 3CP, 500pts] ++

Created with BattleScribe (https://battlescribe.net)

https://battlescribe.net/


Joel T’s 500pt Ultramarines-Know No Fear Starter Force (WIP)

++ Patrol Detachment 0CP (Imperium - Adeptus Astartes - Blood Angels) [26 PL, 500pts] ++

**Chapter Selector**: Ultramarines

+ HQ [6 PL, 115pts] +

Captain in Gravis Armour [6 PL, 115pts]: Boltstorm gauntlet, Master-crafted power sword, Warlord

+ Troops [5 PL, 100pts] +

Intercessor Squad [5 PL, 100pts]: Bolt rifle
. 4x Intercessor [80pts]: 4x Bolt pistol, 4x Frag & Krak grenades
. Intercessor Sergeant [20pts]: Bolt pistol, Frag & Krak grenades

+ Fast Attack [7 PL, 120pts] +

Inceptor Squad [7 PL, 120pts]: Assault bolter x2, 2x Inceptor [80pts], Inceptor Sergeant [40pts]

+ Heavy Support [8 PL, 165pts] +

Hellblaster Squad [8 PL, 165pts]: Plasma incinerator
. 4x Hellblaster [132pts]: 4x Bolt pistol, 4x Frag & Krak grenades
. Hellblaster Sergeant [33pts]: Bolt pistol, Frag & Krak grenades

++ Total: [26 PL, 500pts] ++

Created with BattleScribe (https://battlescribe.net)

https://battlescribe.net/


Joel T’s 500pt Death Guard-Know No Fear Starter Force (WIP)

++ Patrol Detachment 0CP (Chaos - Death Guard) [28 PL, 498pts] ++

+ Configuration +

Plague Company: The Harbingers

+ HQ [7 PL, 140pts] +

Lord of Contagion [7 PL, 140pts]: 1. Revoltingly Resilient, Acidic Malady [1 PL, 20pts], Plaguereaper,
Warlord

+ Troops [14 PL, 228pts] +

Plague Marines [12 PL, 178pts]
. Plague Champion [31pts]: Blight grenades, Krak grenades, Plague knife, Plasma gun [10pts]
. 7x Plague Marine w/ boltgun [147pts]: 7x Blight grenades, 7x Boltgun, 7x Krak grenades, 7x Plague knife

Poxwalkers [2 PL, 50pts]
. 10x Poxwalker [50pts]: 10x Improvised weapon

+ Fast Attack [7 PL, 130pts] +

Foetid Bloat-drone [7 PL, 130pts]: 2x Plaguespitter, Plague probe

++ Total: [28 PL, 498pts] ++

Created with BattleScribe (https://battlescribe.net)

https://battlescribe.net/


Be in the know!
Join our Facebook group at https://www.facebook.com/groups/hobbytownlincolnwarhammer

And our Discord server using invite code https://discord.gg/eccFtsk

Be a war correspondent!
Submit your battle reports at https://hobbytownlincolngaming.com/submit-your-battle-reports/ and email

any  pictures to hobbytownjoel@gmail.com

Be seen!
Show off your armies and works-in-progress! Send any pictures to hobbytownjoel@gmail.com alongside any

information you would like to include!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/hobbytownlincolnwarhammer
https://discord.gg/eccFtsk
https://hobbytownlincolngaming.com/submit-your-battle-reports/
mailto:hobbytownjoel@gmail.com
mailto:hobbytownjoel@gmail.com

